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Walker Books Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Sleeping Baobab Tree, Paula
Leyden, This is a funny, heartwarming story set in modern-day Zambia. One morning twelve-yearold Fred wakes up with an unaccountable sense of foreboding, which his friend Bul-Boo, one of the
twins from next door, insists is just in his imagination. However, the feeling persists - and grows
stronger when Fred's terrifying great-granny, Nokokulu, asks him to accompany her on a trip to an
ancient burial site known as the Place of Death. Then Bul-Boo overhears her parents talking about
patients going missing from her mother's AIDS clinic, and when one of the patients turns out to be
Fred's Aunt Kiki, the children suddenly view Nokokulu's trip in a different light. Could the two events
somehow be linked? As the three friends and the old woman journey into the heart of Zambia, each
of them hopes to right wrongs, both past and present.but dark clouds are gathering and ancient
magic is in the air. This book is written by the author of "The Butterfly Heart", winner of the 2012
Eilis Dillon First Novel Award.
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Reviews
It becomes an awesome publication that I actually have actually read. It really is writter in simple terms and not di icult to understand. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ta lia Cor mier
A top quality publication as well as the font utilized was fascinating to read. It is among the most incredible pdf i actually have read through. I am easily
could get a pleasure of looking at a created publication.
-- Scot Howe
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